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mxHERO Mail2Cloud Platform

Improving Agency Email
Content Collaboration
and Security with mxHERO
Given the requirements of public accountability and an intensive email-centric work environment, government 
organizations face greater security challenges than many private companies. They have legacy infrastructure rich 
with digital content at-rest which exposes them to security threats, is costly to maintain, and can be challenged by 
breach events. 

Email was designed as an asynchronous communication medium and was never meant to function as a digital 
warehouse for content. Through attachment proliferation, email has become not only the most ubiquitous IT 
application within most ecosystems, it is also the number-one cybersecurity threat vector for agencies. 

Although email is our number one digital content mover, it is also not very collaborative. File size limits and version 
controls impede velocity and induce digital friction—and senders do not have control over their assets.  

To keep email from being a litigation and security threat, organizations must practice digital hygiene—focusing on 
ensuring that digital content is intelligently harvested, by rule and by routine, in a secure manner. “Cleaning up” our 
infrastructure and ensuring that our most valuable digital content is stored and collaborated-on from the right 
platforms is a key part of digital transformation efforts.

mxHERO’s Vision
Agencies see an increase in cybersecurity expenditures year over year, and yet the threats are getting exponentially 
worse. Unhappy with billions of dollars being spent to inadequately protect agencies from cyber criminals, the 
people at mxHERO looked for a fresh way of thinking about cybersecurity. 

Agencies need better options. They can continue as-is—running forensics, patching systems, and letting content be 
a risk—or they can go after the root problem. Other tools defend the organization after an attack is carried out 
through email, but mxHERO focuses on protecting the email itself—both inside and outside the organization. Our 
vision is to automate the capture of digital content from the email system paradigm and fundamentally rethink how 
we use it.  We have a different way of thinking about cybersecurity—redesigning the whole system rather than 
patching it. 

mxHERO’s mission is to enable this transition at scale for government agencies, so they get in front of this problem 
rather than always reacting to it. Our solution can secure email in a collaborative platform with minimal end-user 
behavior changes or training.

How the mxHERO Solution Works
The mxHERO platform is a SaaS product providing powerful email security, capture, analysis, and filing capabilities. 
mxHERO’s digital hygiene technology is a server-side solution that can connect to any organization's email service. 
It can automatically capture, classify, and file email content (messages and attachments) in real-time or from 
archives to your cloud, automatically replacing attachments with secure links. By leveraging mxHERO’s harvesting 
capabilities, agencies can accelerate their collaboration, policy, governance, and security objectives.

Inflight Email Content: 
For inflight content management, mxHERO’s Mail2Cloud platform allows agencies to auto-capture sent email and 
attachment content. Users can maintain digital asset controls even after sending, allowing them to flag information 
as confidential or view-only or enabling auto-expiring links. This reduces agency exposure in the event an external 
actor—such as a contractor—is breached.

mxHERO Makes
Agency Email
Accessible
and Secure

mxHERO

About mxHERO
mxHERO is a San Francisco-based 
cloud computing firm and the 
creator of the Mail2Cloud Digital 
Bridge. A former Box Elite Partner 
of the Year and two-time winners 
of the Astors Award for U.S. 
Homeland Email Security 
Applications (2019 and 2020), 
mxHERO's solution provides 
clients with the unique ability 
to expand their digital content 
management capabilities, 
workflow automation aims, 
and reduce their cybersecurity 
threat surfaces specific to 
email-based content.
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>90%. The content becomes more easily searchable via our metadata enrichment capabilities—and more valuable. 
Agencies can retire their costly and risky legacy environments.
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At-Rest Email Content: 
mxHERO’s Harvest Engine can auto-capture at-rest emails and attachment content from legacy archives (e.g. 
Exchange), providing for increased content value, metadata enrichment for search, cost-offsets, and improved 
cybersecurity. Our digital engine helps uplift valuable legacy content into more forward-thinking, purpose-built 
digital content platforms. This reduces security and litigation threats while decreasing content fragmentation by 

With mxHERO, agencies enjoy improvements in their security 
posture and increased productivity for their employees. 
They are better equipped to align with digital content 
regulatory and policy considerations. Shifting away from 
legacy infrastructure allows them to reinvest those savings 
over time.

For example, mxHERO enabled one 5,000-user customer to 
sunset $2.65 million over a 60-month period by intelligently 
harvesting Exchange-based digital content in favor of using 
Box’s Content Cloud for unlimited storage. Furthermore, the 
same organization reduced their attachment consumption 
(e.g. files actually opened from email) from 12.2 million 
attachment openings per year down to 1.2 million by 
leveraging Box links and using file preview capabilities 
rather than downloads.  

Workflow Automation: 
mxHERO Mail2Cloud can improve workflow automation for content ingestion. It supports ingestion use-cases 
where inbound email can be auto-routed to target cloud content platform folders. This increases security and 
informs collaboration. For example, rather than allowing an invoice to sit in somebody's inbox, the system would 
identify it as an invoice and move it to the accounts payable folder. Defense contractors can have specific project 
identifiers in emails to route them to the appropriate secure collaborative folder. 

Easy to Install: 
With mxHERO, there is no agency change management, no 
heavy lifting for implementation, and no end-user software to 
install. With an average implementation time of 90 minutes, 
it’s a quick win for agencies that need to easily access their 
data while also minimizing risks.

MxHERO Benefits

Through mxHERO's Mail2Cloud 
platform, companies and agencies 
can automate the capture of 
at-rest and targeted inflight 
digital content from email 
systems, reduce or eliminate on-
premise infrastructure and 
achieve the automation, 
compliance, collaboration and 
security objectives they strive for 
specific to a fundamental 
rethinking of how email-based 
content is captured and managed. 
With no end-user software to 
install and with typical 
implementation times of less than 
ninety (90) minutes, mxHERO's 
solution is a win for local, state, 
and federal agencies along with 
higher education and corporate 
entities. As organizations embark 
upon digital content convergence, 
the retirement of legacy systems, 
and organization-wide digital 
hygiene initiatives, mxHERO 
serves as a digital catalyst for 
achieving these critical aims.
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